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B. The Phrenicians, who lived on the coast of
Palestine, and to whom it is probable that we
owe the alphabet, wrote from right to left, and
they formed their second letter like a ~ with a
bent back. When it reached Greece a bottom
loop was added and the letter turned round and
formed much as we have it to-day, excepting
that the curved parts were made angular. In
Egyptian picture-writing B was r epresented by
the bird called the crane.
BABYLON.
What London and Paris and
New York are to the modern world, the city
of Babylon was to the ancient. It was the
capital of ancient Babylonia, sit uated on the
Euphrates River about seventy miles south of
the present Bagdad. Babylon was one of the
oldest of cities, as we find jt mentioned in
r ecords now more than 5,000 years old (about
3800 B.c.). But during the first thousand
years o£ its known history, it was a mere
village and played little or no part in the history
of the region.
At the height of its glory Babylon was one of
the greatest and most magnificent cities in the
world. It was built in the form of a square, and

was enclosed with brick walls of great height and
thickness, defended by numerous towers. Its
temples and palaces were adorned with glazed
bricks and tiles picturing scenes from Babylonian
history and religion. The '' hanging gardens ''
of Babylon, built in terrace form and supported
on arches which rested upon other arches, were
one of the Seven Wonders of the World. In
later days the name Babylon became a synonym
for worldliness, luxury and vice.
But Babylon was noted also as a seat of learning, education and art. Excavations on the
site by European scholars have revealed rich ar"t
treasures and many other interesting objects.
Among these are the remains of a school building
more than 4,000 years old from the tjme of
King Hammurabi. The building consisted of a
number of rooms, with walls o£ sun-baked brick,
built about an open courtyard. On the floor
were still lying the clay tablets of the pupils,
with the exercises which they wrote on them
more than 4,000 years ago.
What was school like in those long-ago
days 1 The principal study was learning to
form the wedge-shaped characters which we call
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BABYLONIAN STORY OF THE FLOOD
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On these baked clay tablets, which are among .t he priceless treasures of the British Museum, is inscribed, in cuneiform
letters, the Babylonian story Qf the Flood. These clay pages are from the 1i brary of :K:ipg Ashur- bani-pal. Apparently
people carried off other people's books and made marks in them in those days jusf as they do now, for the king had a bookmark calling down the wrath of heaven on anybody who did any of these things to the books in his private collection.
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